Angie Chen Button: Low Impact, No Results
Button won’t stand up T
 O Trump or F
 OR House District 112
Republican State Representative Angie Chen Button refuses to stand up to Donald
Trump’s corruption, incompetence, and division. Button has condoned Trump’s attacks
on women, members of our military and Texans of color. In return, Trump-backed
corporate special interests have returned the favor to Button in the form of hundreds of
thousands of dollars to her campaign.
Button’s passive and low-key nature serve as effective camouflage for a burnt out and
sold out politician. Her financial ties to special interests and her votes against the best
interest of Dallas-area families are straight out of the Trump playbook.
● Loyalty to Special Interests: Angie Chen Button has taken hundreds of
thousands of dollars corporate special interests and lobbyists. In return, she has
supported corporate massive tax breaks for corporations at the expense of state
funding for public schools and teachers. After raking in Button tens of thousands
from big insurance special interest, Button voted to make it easier for insurance
companies to skip out of paying Dallas-area policy holders whose homes have
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been damaged as a result of tornadoes, hail and other weather.
● No Healthcare for Women or working Texans: Angie Chen Button’s attacks
on access to healthcare for Texas women and families are clear. She has voted
against healthcare expansion, supports repealing the Affordable Care Act and
opposed measures to protect access Texas women healthcare, even voting to
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block access to reproductive healthcare for victims of rape or incest.
● Attacks on Public Schools: Button has voted time and again to defund public
schools and divert funds to unaccountable private schools. She supported a
massive $4 billion dollar cut to public schools. Button also voted against
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protections for teachers and expanding pre-k.
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